Hilma af Klint - Depository
Preservation
Even though Hilma af Klint is considered to be the
first abstract painter, her enormous work of more
than 1000 paintings is still not getting the recognition it deserves. Her art was exhibited for the first time
only 40 years after her death and has never had a
permanent space to be shown to the public. This has
to be changed in the future. Therefore, the new building right outside of Stockholm is supposed to be an
institution that stores and preserves the art pieces for
further worldwide exhibitions. A depository that conserves her work for the next generations and at the
same time helps to make the art accessible for everyone.
Contradicions
The contrast between geometry and nature plays an
important part in the work of Hilma af Klint. This is
also reflected in the proposal of the archive.

The wall like green shimmering brick building gently
follows the curvature of the street. It acts as a buffer
zone between the artificial human world of cars and
the calm shoreline. Only one passageway allows the
curious visitor to transition between these two worlds,
granting access to an archaic paradise that unveils
the true beauty of the lush nature in combination
with a view on the city of Stockholm.
Sanctuary
Like an old temple was a place of worship as well as
a sacred house for the god, the depository is not only
an archive but also a sanctuary that shows of its precious content. Looking back from the shore, the visitor sees rhythmic openings in the long wall, protected
by dark red canopies. Selected pieces of af Klints art
are visible through these windows. Additionally these
windows are also giving an insight into the archive
itself and the process of preserving the paintings. All
in all the art is part of the site conterminous to the
water the rocks and the trees of Lidingö Island. Its a
depositary open to everyone at any time.

